
Natural Boundaries
learn the ancient craft of hedge laying
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DATES:

15th - 17th Sept

29th-1st Oct

13th - 15th Oct

27th - 29th Oct

10th - 12th Nov

24th - 26th Nov

8th - 10th Dec

12th - 14th Jan
ONLY

£295 PER PERSON
(GROUPS OF 6 MAX)

BOOK YOUR PLACE NOW
E: INFO@COTESBACH.NET
T: 01455 552 697
MAIN STREET, COTESBACH, 
NR LUTTERWORTH, LE17 4HX

Come and experience a two day hands on hedge laying weekend on the organic farmland 
here in Cotesbach, tutored by a professional HLA accredited hedge layer. Learn to lay

 hedges, both young and old using traditional Midlands methods & tools.  

Friday - Sunday course to include:
Two course evening suppers with a glass of wine

Hearty breakfasts
Hamper lunches

Convivial evenings around a roaring fire
2 nights accommodation in boutique bell tents with on site shower facilities



Trainee’s Account of Hedgelaying at Cotesbach  October 27-28th 2017 

 

Anyone wanting the opportunity to try their hand for the first time at laying a hedge, or 

anyone wanting the opportunity to perfect their skills in hedgelaying, could find no better 

place to do so than the Cotesbach Estate in Lutterworth, Leicestershire. 

 

Having just completed a most rewarding weekend at Cotesbach, where I made my first 

introduction to hedgelaying, I can thoroughly recommend it. 

 

In just one weekend I learnt about the craft of traditional hedgelaying and, with my fellow 

trainees, successfully layed approximately 15 metres of hedge in the traditional Midland 

Bullock Style. 

 

The particular hedge that we tackled comprised a mixture of hawthorn, blackthorn, hazel and 

field maple. It had been planted in two rows, referred to as double-planted, about 10 years 

ago, had reached about 4 to 5 metres in height and was being cut for the first time. A rare and 

sought after opportunity, we subsequently discovered, to work on a hedge that had not been 

previously layed. 

 

Under the excellent guidance of professional hedgelayer, Andrew Brown-Jackson, we were 

introduced to all aspects of the craft. We addressed safety considerations and the tools to use. 

We looked at the slope of the land to determine the direction to lay the hedge. We walked the 

hedge to decide which trees to remain uncut, to grow as standards far above the hedge to act 

as vantage points for raptors such as owls, kestrels and buzzards. 

 

We each worked on about 6 metres of hedge. Through a process called ‘facing off’, lower 

branches projecting towards us were removed to gain access to the lower trunk of each of the 

trees. Next came the really skilful bit…….learning how to pleach! 

 

Pleaching involves making downward, slanting cuts into the tree until only about 20% of the 

trunk remains. This practice may appear counterintuitive, but it allows the tree to be pulled 

over to an angle of about 40 degrees to the ground and it encourages new shoots to grow from 

the remaining stump or stool that will thicken the hedge in subsequent years. 

 

As each tree was pleached and pulled over, it was staked. Obstructing branches were 

removed and other branches layered in turn and effectively woven in front of and behind the 

stakes. 

 

Throughout all of these procedures, the instructor Andrew, constantly moved from one 

person to another giving practical advice, but always allowed each of us the hands-on 

experience of doing things for ourselves. 

 

To complete the hedge, long lengths of willow were twisted together in pairs and threaded 

between and around each stake in the opposite direction to the lay of the hedge. This process, 

known as binding, helps strengthen the hedge and is typical of a Midland Bullock style 

hedge. 

 

Good physical work, leaving everyone with a sense of enjoyment and satisfaction. 

 



Under a Countryside Stewardship, the Cotesbach Estate has agreed to maintain the hedges on 

the 75 acre estate. To help accomplish this commitment, two-day training courses are being 

held on alternate weekends from September to mid-January; courses that would benefit both 

novice and seasoned hedgelayers alike. 

 

Each course runs from Friday night to Sunday evening and all meals are provided. Details 

can be found at www.cotesbach.net/farm-woodland. 

 

http://www.cotesbach.net/farm-woodland

